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Kentuckians rally for education 
by Chrlo Burno 
and Steve Roba 
The Northerner 
otudents and faculty from NKU. He estimated there 
were about 350 in the section reeerved for the universi-
ty at the rally. 
8Chools must. keep their " excellent staffs on campus." 
Students, faculty members and legislators gathered 
in Frankfort last Wednesday in what Kentucky Gov. 
Martha Layne Collins called a "unity of pur-
pose ... devoted to higher education." 
They represented NKU and joined about 5000 
others from Kentucky's seven major universities in 
supporting Gov. Collins'.education bill that calls for in-
creased funding of higher education in the next bien-
nium. 
To do this, he said, Kentucky must. work as a team 
for higher education. He felt that Kentucky would 
" seek and obtain national leadership." 
"Gov. Collins presented an education package to 
shatter a tradition of mediocrity," he said. "Word went 
out that Kentucky is in t he game. " 
The rally, a statewide celebration to promote better 
funding for higher education, opened with students 
chanting "we want money." 
The two speakers, former North Carolina Gov. 
James R. Hunt and Kentucky Gov. Collins, drew con-
tinuous applause from the represented colleges in what 
Collins said was, ''a celebrated committment ... ' ' and an 
"investment in our future." 
Hunt said if the package for education is passed 
and emphasis on education continues in t he sLate, Ken· 
tucky will become a national leader. 
"It was neat," said Robert Knauf, NKU executive 
aseistant for university relations. "I can't remembP.r 
Kentucky ever doing anything like that. " 
Knauf said he was suprised by the number of 
Hunt, t he keynote speaker known for his support of 
higher education in North Carolina, said Kentucky 
Collins called the schools and businesses "partners 
in progress." She said Kentucky 's road t.o the future 
was through technology. 
please see Rally, page 15 
Florida ~--------------------------~ Faculty votes 
to target 
hedonism 
by Jim Schwartz 
CoUe8e Preu Service 
DAYTONA BEACH. FL tCPS) --
The capitals of spring break 
hedonism -Daytona Beach and 
Fort Lauderdale -are trying to 
change their images. 
Both communities are sponsor· 
ing organized activities aimed at 
somehow moderating student 
drinking during the spring break 
invasions of March and April . 
" What has gone on before was 
a Sodom and Gomorrah affair," 
says J erry Nolan, spokesman for 
Daytona 's Collegiate Sports 
Festival. which is supposed to 
draw students irtto activities more 
constructive than with those with 
which Sodom, Gomorrah, Daytona 
and Fort Lauderdale generaHy are 
associated. 
"The festival demonstrates we 
Teachers could choose 
unionization as weapon 
by Steve Roho 
The Northerner 
NKU faculty could vote to unionize in the near 
future, but there are still being questions raised 
about whether it will be beneficial to the university. 
The NKU chapter of the American Association 
of University Professors (AAUP) will meet Thurs-
day to discuss plans to poll the faculty about enter-
ing into collective bargaining. John DeMarcus, 
NKU AAUP chapter president, said all faculty are 
invited. 
DeMarcus said the poll will be conducted this 
month, and the results will be available by the end 
of February or early March. He said the results of 
the poll will be counted by an outside agency to in-
sure accuracy. and he is confident there will be a Jot 
of support for AAUP. 
"The situation now is not good," he said. " When 
I was in administration, I had no idea how bad it 
was." 
are getting away from the tarnish- Steve Hinton photo 
NKU President Leon Boothe said the faculty has 
the right t.o vote to enter into collective bargaining, 
but because Kentucky has no enabling legislation, 
the Board of R.!gento, the governing body of the 
university, is not required to honor 
ed image of the past," he says. Willie Schlarman fights under the lut Thursday over Kentucky 
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Toyota 
by Mark Adamo 
and Kria Kinkade 
The Northerner 
plant 
A proposal to build the United 
State'o first Toyota car manufacturing 
plant two miles north of Georgetown 
continues t.o create controversy among 
the Kentucky legislature, construction 
repreaentativea and area farmers. But 
the construction and operation of the 
plant could bring thouoando of jobs to 
people in central and northern Ken-
tucky. 
brings jobs, controversy 
According to City-County Planner 
Steve Mooney, the plant, which will coot 
$800 million to build, will open 
4,000-6,000 conotruction jobs. Mooney 
also said there will be an additional 
3,000 job openings once the plant is in 
operation and an extra 2,000 jobs in 
Scott County as a result of its existence. 
"Thay'U start working on the plant 
in about a week, " Mooney said. "(But)! 
expect tha job opportunities would 
begin this spring. " 
Mooney said the plant, which is 
located directly off 1-75, will produce 
200,000 mid-size cars a year. 
The construction of the roads around 
the site and the rezoning of the 
agricultural land into induotrial land Is 
Scott County's first priority, ha oaid. 
But according to a statement releas· 
ed Feb. 5, by the Central Kentucky 
Building and Conatruction Trade Coun-
cil, construction negotiations concern· 
ing the plant ap_.- to be breaking 
down. 
"After a aeries of diocu88ions which 
began Nov. 20, 1985, and concluded Fob. 
4, 1986, Building Trades offlcero have 
please see Vote, page 3 
to Kentucky 
concluded that they are not able to en-
dorse or accept the Ohbayaohi propooal, 
as it would reintroduce aggressive wage-
cutting techniques not generally practic-
ed in America for over half a century," 
the release said. 
Gov. Martha Layne Collins said at a 
newe conference Wedneaday ehe knew 
nothing about the problem and still 
needed to be briefed on the matl4r. 
Tho Kentucky Building Trades 
Council said they are concerned with the 
please see Toyota, page 2 
.. 
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Toyota plant creates 
new jobs for students 
by Mark Adamo 
1'tMI Northerner 
NKU students could have job oppor-
tunities open t.o them as result of a new 
Toyota car manufacturing plant being 
built near Georgetown, Ky. 
"We want to express our confidence 
that the American economy, industry 
and workers have much to offer 
Toyota," said Dr. Shoichiro Toyoda, 
president of Toyota Motor Corporation, 
last December. 
City-County Planner Steve Mooney 
said there will be "heavy construction" 
of the plant and the area which sur-
rounds it during the next two years. 
(The Toyota site is approximately 15 
miles from Lexington, Ky.) 
"There will be about 4,000·6.000 con· 
struction workers during the 1987 peak 
construction period," Mooney said. 
According to Mooney, the bulk of the 
construction, which consists of building 
access roads and installing utilities, will 
begin in the fall of 1986. There will also 
be a sewage treatment plant constructed 
this spring, he added. 
This will mean a great deal of work 
for those in the construction field, 
Mooney said. College students, however, 
will have a greater opportunity of get-
ting a job in the plant once it is in opera-
tion, he said. 
Mooney said most of the job open-
ings once the plant is in operation will be 
in the field of automobile assembly. The 
worker will be part of a "team" which 
works together in assembling a par-
Toyota 
continued from page 1 
possibility that the construction 
workers at the Toyota site will not be 
provided with basic construction stan· 
dards and conditiomt. 
"Our historic and continuing respon-
sibility to safe and humane working con-
ditions in our industry demands that we 
reject the extreme conditions proposed 
by Ohbayashi's American legal adviser 
and refer no members of our unions to 
any project where such conditions 
prevail, " the release said. 
" We believe," the release said, "a 
major mistake has been made in plann-
ing the Toyota project, that Toyota and 
Ohbayashi have been incorrectly advis· 
ed that construction conditions imposed 
by Nissan in Tennessee (a similar pro-
ject) would be acceptable in Kentucky." 
Mooney said, however, that Toyota 
is trying to stay away from union 
workers. 
According to Mooney and Dr. Robert 
Snyder, chairman of Georgtown·Scott 
County planning and zoning commision, 
the state pre&ented a propoeition to the 
Kentucky legislature which provides 
funding for the development and moder-
nization of the plant 's surrounding area. 
This $130 million allocation will give the 
plant the facilities it needs to function, 
Snyder said. 
ticular section of the car. 
"(The work) is not overly strenuous 
or overly monotonous," Mooney said. 
"Jobs vary within the teams from week 
to week." 
Mooney said a good maJOrity of 
workers in this particular area of 
manufacturing are college graduates. 
The position, which is open to both men 
and women, pays $27,000 to $28,000 a 
year to start, he said. 
Mooney said there will also be job op-
portunities in the area of management 
and robotics assembly and maintenance. 
The inclusion of robotic technology in 
the plant will not only reduce the 
physical stress of human workers, but it 
will bring a new state of techn,...logy to 
our area, he said. 
According to Mooney, the robotics 
technician will be the highest paid posi· 
lion and the most difficult to aquire. 
"It's hard to say who will get the 
(robotics) jobs at this point," Mooney 
said. "These people will have to be train· 
ed and then pass a performance exam." 
Dr. Robert Snyder, chairman of 
Georgetown-Scott County planning and 
zoning commission, said the inclusion of 
these new technologies in our area will 
demand a need for students to become 
better educated in the areas of math, 
science and physics. 
The state is currently trying to 
establish a robotics program at t he 
University of Kentucky. 
Some information in this artie~ was gathered 
from the Georgetown Graphic. 
Snyder said the development 
package will modernize Scott County 
and help Toyota build the plant more ef-
ficiently . 
Mooney said the money will even-
tually be paid back to the state in the 
form of income tax and new economic 
benefits resulting from the plants first 
five years in operation. 
"The (state) senate already passed 
(the package approval) in December, " 
Mooney said, "but it still has to pass in 
the (state) house." 
Gov. Collins said the package and the 
plant itself is helping Kentucky to move 
into a " new economic era." 
" To finance the items in the package, 
I will seek additional bonding authority 
from the General Aosembly, " Collins 
said. "The expected annual cost of these 
economic development bonds will be 
from $12 to U5 million. At the same 
time, the expected annualized revenue 
for the state will be $24 million. 
"In the first 20 yearo of the plant's 
operation, then, the state will take in 
$488.9 million in revenue generated by 
the plant- a fourfold return on our in-
vestment," she said. 
Mooney oaid though the package pro-
vides money for the construction of 
roads and utilities for the surrounding 
William S. McFeely, author of t he 
Pulitzer-Prize winning book, "Grant: A 
Biography," will lecture on military 
history at Northern on April 2 and will 
area, it will not pay for the actual con-
struction of the building. 
" There are going to be needs for more 
food stores, restaurants and barber 
shops, " Snyder said. "(The plant) will 
create a greater need for those kinds of 
things. This is one of the better 
packages Kentucky has offered.'' 
Snyder said the area was picked by 
Toyota because of its location and beau-
ty. Toyota wants to stay away from 
other Japanese manufacturers, he said. 
" We speculate that there might be 
some political manuevering with the 
Japanese Ministry of Trade," Snyder 
said. 
Mooney said despite the fact there 
has been " nominal opposition" of the 
plant's construction by area farmers, 
there has been "general acceptance" by 
the people of Scott County. 
" People have expressed concern over 
where the sewage treatment plant will 
be," Mooney said. "They are concerned 
with tthe cleanliness of) the water and 
air."' 
Some area residents and business 
owners are also concerned with the idea 
of Japanese expansionism in the United 
States, Mooney said. Other concerns in-
clude an increase in traffic and a general 
change in lifestyle, he added. 
lead a field trip to the Grant birt hplace 
at Point Pleasant, Oh., the next day. The 
lecture will be at 7:15 p.m. in the UC 
Theatre. 
Don Wiggins, president of the Con-
cerned Citizens and Businessmen of 
Central Kentucky, has been the most 
"vocal" person in Scott County to op-
pose the construction of the plant, 
Snyder said. Wiggins is the only person 
who is totally against it, he added. 
Doug Smith, who is president of a 
real estate agency in Georgetown, said 
the value of land surrounding the 
Toyota plant once it is built could in-
crease by as much as 70 percent. 
" Land could go up as much as $8,000 
an acre, " Smith said. 
M.P. Pruitt, who is a farmer in Smyr-
na, Tenn., where a similar project with 
the Nissan Motor Corporation is taking 
place, said the land values increased 
greatly after their manufacturing plant 
was built. 
"The land values around here 
skyrocketed when Nissen announced 
and they stayed there," Pruitt said. 
" Watch your land. Better not price it if 
you don 't want to sell it. The price 
around here went up from $1,000 to 
110,000 per acre." 
Some information in tlti• articl. wa• gatlte,..d 
from th• Georgetown Graphic. 
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continued from page 1 
that request. He added that t he board 
will probably not enter into a similar 
agreement now. 
"The board historically has not 
ent.ered into collective bargaining 
agreements, and I don't think they will 
now, " he said. 
Boothe said if the faculty decides to 
unionize, it won't be the end of the 
world , but it will not necessarily help the 
univereity to become better. 
" In case study after case study, 
when a union comes to campus, the col· 
legial model disappears," he said. 
But Demarcus said though there is 
no reason to have two warring camps, 
the collegiality that should exist bet-
ween faculty and administration is not 
there. 
" You can't destroy something that is 
not there, " he ~aid. 
Lynn Langmeyer, pres ident of the 
Faculty-Senate, said the biggest com-
plaint most faculty members have is low 
salary increases t he past two years. 
" If the faculty voted for a represen· 
t.ative bargainjng unit now,l don 't think 
it would pass," she said. "On the other 
hand, if t he budget for the state which 
would give faculty a five percent in-
crease does not pass t he Kentucky 
General Assembly- at that time, they 
probably would." 
But even if the five percent salary in· 
crease is approved, Langmeyer said 
some faculty members may not be 
satisfied because of NKU's policy of giv· 
ing salary increases on a performance-
based system. 
In a letter to Provoot Lyle Gray, 
President Boothe said salary increases 
will not be across the board, and 
guidelines for salary increases will be 
determined by the department chairper· 
son with review by the dean and final ap· 
proval by the provost. 
Langmeyer said it is possible a facul-
ty member may not get any salary in-
crease if the person is not to have per-
formed satisfac tvrily. 
" If these people feel they have per· 
furmod at least satisfactorily, t hey may 
turn to the union," she said. 
Another consideration is gover-
nance - faculty participation in 
academic decisions , said DeMarcus. 
"The governor says she is supporting 
higher education- that is a victory for 
Dr. Boothe and everyone," he said. " But 
even if we get every cent they say we're 
going to, that is not the whole issue by a 
longshot. 
" There seems to be a belief that 
universities are run like businesses and 
the faculty are employees. Actually, the 
students come here to learn from the 
faculty-they are the university. I 'm not 
sure that is understood at NKU." 
Boothe said there is now a system of 
faculty committees and the Faculty-
Senate which influences policy, but 
Demarcus said they make token deci-
sions. 
" I have not found this historically 
true since I've been her('," said Boothe. 
Congressman Walter E. Fauntroy, 
the first black congressman from 
Washington, D.C. and the Chairman of 
t he Congressional Black Caucus, will ap· 
pear at Northern Kentucky University 
Feb. 10 to lecture as part of its Black 
History Month celebration. 
Congressman Fauntroy will talk at 
" I thmk faculty input has made a dif· 
ference. They have an opportunity for 
influencing poUcy, and I listen seriously 
to all parties." 
Boothe said he is concerned that the 
committee system which exists now will 
disappear with unionization. 
Langmeyer said she does not know 
what the relationship will be between 
the Faculty-Senate and the union if the 
facu lty votes to unionize. 
The Faculty-Senate has no control 
over salaries, she said; it is more con-
cerned with curriculum, professional 
concerns and faculty benefits. 
" But there is the potential for a 
union to Lake away that control, .. she 
said . 
DeMarcus said there has to be major 
alterations in course to make NKU reach 
its potential. 
"Our interest in this whole thing is 
not money, but in building a better 
university." he said. 
7:30 p.m. in the University Center 
Theatre. There is no admission charge. 
He has been a major influence in his 
15-plus years of service to the Uniled 
States and perhaps one of the most 
outspoken voices in America on civi l 
rights , jobs. discrimination and the MX 
missile. Recently he co-sponsored "The 
Anti-Aoartheid Act of 1985" 
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EDITORIALS 
Northern does care 
Last Wednesday was an uncom· 
mon day for NKU. For the first 
time, there was a light, though just 
a small glimmer, which could be 
seen at the end of the tunnel. 
~·or the first time in what has 
seemed like and eternity, it looked 
like someone cared. 
Tho 360 people that traveled to 
Frankfort had a goal of gaining 
money for higher education but they 
accomplished more than that. They 
brought to Frankfort a unified body 
in the name of NKU to show 
legislators and people from other 
universities that, yes, there is a 
state university in northern Ken-
tucky, and they are not unthinking 
or uncaring. 
Robert Knauf, }Yho is the ex· 
ecutive assistant for university rela-
tions at NKU, said he was glad to 
fill the section designated for NKU 
at the rally. His reaction reflects the 
previous assumption about NKU 
students - they are simply 
apathetic. 
But Knauf aptly noted the 
change last Wednesday. The NKU 
contingent at the rally, a crowd that 
might have been typically subdued, 
were there in force, and displayed as 
much or more enthusiasm as any of 
the schools there. 
" I 'm proud of our students, " he 
said. 
There were reasons to be proud 
of not only the students, but also the 
faculty, staff and administration 
who sacrificed an afternoon and 
evening to support something they 
believe in. But the question of why 
such a body of people who do not 
support sports at NKU, particularly 
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ball team, did so heartily expend 
their enthusiasm last Wednesday is 
unanswered. 
Perhaps this rally was a turning 
point. Maybe students as well as 
faculty are finally beginning to 
realize that although this is a com· 
muter campus, there can still be uni· 
ty. 
But that is unlikely. Such a 
change requires years of continued 
student involvement, which will 
take time to begin. 
Maybe the idea just struck many 
of the participants in the rally. The 
pressure of financial aid cutbacks 
and a dissatisfied faculty possibly 
made some of the students think 
that maybe something should be 
done. 
Maybe it was just coincidence. 
Only time will tell what caused 
the sudden surge of activity. But for 
whatever reason, the end result will 
benefit all students. The rally show· 
ed legislators students in Kentucky, 
even in northern Kentucky, care 
about their future. 
The rally participants did not in· 
elude all NKU students, or even a 
majority of them. Most students 
still choose to remain unin-
volved- to view the school as a 
"diploma factory " and not seek ex· 
perience through university events 
like basketball games, music 
festivals or political rallies. 
Most still don 't care. 
It would be an overstatement to 
say last Wednesday changed the 
course of the university. 
But it gave some a light-a hope 
that someday the most important 
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I don't think most good teachers 
mind being evaluated by students. But 
all teachers should mind the method and 
use of the standardized course and in-
structor evaluations so popular today. 
For an individual student to evaluate an 
individual teacher is fine. But for a 
group of evaluations to be averaged 
together so that administrators can see 
numbers and decimal points before their 
eyes, is, well , money making for the com-
pany that prints and calculates the 
evaluation forms 
Paul Seldom 
Below is a relevant passage from -
Journey Through the Dark Woods, a 
book about teaching on the college level 
by Wayne Burns, professor emeritus at 
the University of Wtlshington: 
"One of the saddest caterings for me 
was the institutionalizing of student 
evaluations. It can, of course, be argued 
that .. . the University had no real choice 
in the matter. Public as well as student 
pressure was too great for any institu-
tion to resist. But it was one thing for 
the department (of English) to bow to 
the inevitable, quite another for certain 
of its members to vie with one another in 
trying to justify the evaluations. One 
man whom 1 had always, in addressing a 
departmental meeting, actually went so 
far as to say, 'God forbid that we be sub· 
jective and make sense; better that we 
be objective and measure accurately 
what doesn 't matter.' 
' 'Yet even that answer did not go far 
enough, for by measuring what had no 
significance, and subjecting themselves 
t.o the measurements, the members of 
the department were acknowledging 
their own significance - both as in-
dividuals and as teachers. For they 
knew that what the evaluations did 
measure, in almost every instance, was 
the professors willingness to make 
himself and his courses agreeable to the 
students. If even a few students in a 
class were dissatisfied. the 'objective' 
evaluations .. . would pull his rating for 
that class below the passing mark -
which the department set at 7, on an 'ob-
jective' scale of 1 to 10. Sn everybody 
who expected to get a raise or a promo-
tion or tenure to get a bunch of 7-lO's .... 
" But they had not become better 
teachers. At best they had become bet-
ter simplifiers and packagE:rs: at worst 
they had become academic disc jockeys, 
selling Chaucer. or Milton, or Joyce in· 
stead of using the Beatles or Bob Dylan 
or Simon and Garfunkel, but using an 
academic version of the same tactics 
.... (The professsors) know they were 
becoming salesmen in order to get their 
7-10 ratings; and they also knew, or at 
least many of them did , that they were 
marketing literature the way TV 
marketed beer." 
Tea.ching, of course, matters. And 
what students think matters. And what 
students think about teachers matters. 
But a bunch of numbers averaged 
together do not matter. 
I often think that goodteachers 
should get bad evaluations from bad 
evaluations from bad students-students 
who don 't like to think, who refuse to ex· 
ercise their natural curiosity, who want 
to be merely trained rather than truly 
educated. Good teachers should irritate 
them Uust as good students should ir-
ritau bad teachers). If this were to hap· 
pen, however, a good teacher who gets 
mostly good evaluations but a few bad 
ones from the bad students would ap-
pear mediocre after all the evaluations 
were averaged together--the same 
evaluation a truly mediocre teacher 
would get . 






CoUege PrMo Service 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS!- CoUeges 
around the country etill aren't sure how 
they'U compensate for the federal fun· 
ding they're about to lose because of the 
~~~ Grarnm·Rudman balanced budget 
But more sch'X)ls soon may be rais-
ing tuition, increasing the amount they 
charge students to process student 
loans and intensify their fund-raising ef· 
forts, various officials say. 
Under the law, which requires the 
government to balance the federal 
budget by the start of the next decade, 
federal coUege funding will be cut by 
some 4.3 percent by March 1, 1986. 
Further cuts of up to 60 percent will 
start in August. 
And there may be even further cuts 
proposed when President Reagan 
unveils his new federal budget proposal 
next week. 
"There are too many unknowns. We 
don't know what we are up against until 
we see the president's budget," says 
Bob Aaron of the National Association 
of State Universities and Land Grant 
CoUeges. 
Just the initial 4.3 percent cut, 
however, translates into a $224 million 
drop in amount of federal student aid 
monies ava.i.bble this spring. 
Funding of campus research from the 
departments of Energy, Defense, Educa· 
tion, Agriculture and Health and 
Human Services will drop by some $450 
million at the same time. 
Making up for those kinds of losses 
won't be easy, officials say. 
Many say tuition increases are in· 
evitable. 
At Reed College in Oregon, for exam· 
pie, tuition rose 8.7 percent last year, 
and "it will probably have to go up at 
least that much next year," says Larry 
Large, vice president for development 
and colleger relations at the school. 
The college depends on tuition for 
about 70 to 75 percent of its revenues, he 
says. 
Reed, like many other schools in re· 
cent years, also has been using the in· 
terest earned by its endowment to loan 
students as student aid. 
But because of the huge size of the 
coming federal budget cuts, Large is not 
sure the school will be able to continue 
meeting all student needs. 
" It (Gramm·Rudmanl will reaUy put 
pressure on endowment and tuition in· 
come," Large says. 
"We do not have the capacity to pick 
up the shortfall in federal aid cuts," 
adds Jon Cosovich, vice president for 
development and communications at the 
University of Michigan. 
As a result, "we are implementing 
plans to cut spending, " he adds. 
Major research schools like 
Michigan, for one, won't increase 
enough to replace what the Gramm· 
Rudman cut.s will take away. 
LETTERS 
Health center 
To the Editor 
I would like to praise the Sports 
Center here at NKU. Trying to keep my 
body healthy is an important part ot my 
weekly routine, along with my studies 
and work, which keeps my mind healthy. 
I praise the Sports Center for the 
vast facilities it has - the weight room, 
the track, basketball courts, pool, rae· 
·quetball courts. These are just some of 
the facilities. I also would like to thank 
all the people involved with the center. 
They are courteous and helpful. Con· 




To the Editor: 
The article titled "Group formed to 
decide regional development'' contained 
some erroneous information and I would 
like to correct thio. The (phone inter· 
view) touched on several organizations 
and topics that are interrelated and real· 
ly too confusing to be understood with 
one discussion. 
First, the event which took place at 
NKU was called ''Focus on Regional and 
Economic Development," a project 
sponsored by the Kentucky Commerce 
Cabinet. There conferences took place 
throughout Kentucky. The state'o objec-
tives were to build local capacity to 
generate and implement economic 
development projects and activities, to 
encourage community, business, and 
organizational leaders to recognize and 
respond to the trend to regionalization 
of economic development strategies - a 
less "go it alone" and more "work it out 
together" approach to community 
economic development. The forum first 
met in October and consisted of 
business and community leaders (both 
public and private sector) from the eight 
county Northern Kentucky area along 
with process facilitators from the State. 
The Northern Kentucky Area 
Development District (NKADD) was 
one of the organizations invited to par· 
ticipate in the forum. NKADD was 
established in 1971 and is governed by 
Kentucky Revised Statute (KRSI 
147A.050 which established 15 area 
development districts and empowered 
them to "provide upon request basic ad· 
ministration, research and planning ser· 
vices for any planning and development 
body located within the district." The 
NKADD maintains a fuU time staff "on 
call" to local officials to assist with 
various projects of management pro-
blems. 
Finally, we discussed the NKADD's 
Regional Data Center. In July of last 
year, the NKADD Board was awarded a 
jointly funded grant from the Depart-
ment of Labor and the Economic 
Development Administration to develop 
a computerized regional economic 
development data base and to design 
and estsblish a regional data center. The 
NKADD staff is presently working on 
the design phase for the center with the 
assistance of Dr. Richard Snyder, NKU, 
and Dr. Thomas Zinn, UC. It is an· 
ticipated that the NKADD Regional 
Data Cent.er will begin the process of 
disseminating meaningful and 
understandable data configurations to 
the region's public and private sector on 
or about July 1, 1986. 
In sum, I hope this clarifies the 
various characters and the roles they 
play. 
Sincerely, 
Chris Ann Young 
Assistant to the Director 
(Letter5 to the Editor mu6 t be !ubmitted 
<o The Northerner officu by Friday a< 
noon. All ktter! mu5 t be !igned The 
Northerner nurue! the right to edit all 
Z.~ter! for clarity and grammatical 
ml8talte!.) 
The best way to sell something, 
contact someone or get a point across 
may be at your fingertips ... 
advertise The Northerner'i 
classified sectionl 
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Ozzy Osbourne contemplates nuclear war 
by Tom Lampke 
tracks deal with war, or commem. on t.htl 
state of mankind in what Ozzy views as 
a world gone mad. 
In two of these songs, Osbourne of· 
··won 't you listen, 'cos I'm at it fen contrasting views on the threat of a 
agam. 
Those opening lines to the song 
" Lightning Strikes," from the new Ozzy 
Osbourne album. "The Ultimate Sin, " 
accurately describe this LP. 
Ozzy is indeed "at it again, " dishing 
up more of his characteristic, bone· 
crunching heavy metal accompanied by 
gloom-filled lyrics that concentrate on 
themes like war and insanity. 
The PMRC {Parents'Music Resource 
Center) will no doubt be relieved to find 
out .that "The Ultimate Sin" referred to 
in the album's title track is nuclear war. 
In fact , several of the album's nine 
nuclear holocaust. 
In " Killer of Giants," he wonders 
"what the weapon 'a for" and warns that 
"if the button is pushed, there'll be 
nowhere to run." 
However, in "Thank God for the 
Bomb," Ozzy seems to f!nd a good 
reason for the weapon: "War is just 
another gameft.ailor made for the in-
sane/but make a threat of their annihila-
tion/and nobody wants to play/if that's 
the only thing that keeps the peace/then 
thank God for the bomb". 
In the songs "Shot in the Dark," and 







by Jan Wer!f 
The Northerner 
Hector Elizondo, the star of the new 
CBS sitcom " Foley Square" stopped in 
Cincinnati as part of a five city promo-
tion tour that also included Bostor., New 
York. Kansas City and Portland. 
The tour, along with other promotion 
ideas, is intended to cultivate an even 
larger audience, according to Elizondo. 
" Foley Square" has enjoyed a good 
criti .::al reception Elizondo stated, but 
the all-important Neilsen ratings are 
"not quite what we had hoped for," he 
said. 
"We're in the wrong time slot at 8:30 
on Wednesdays. We should be on after 
9:00," he commented. 
But he emphasized the show is not in 
trouble. "The network owns it. It's their 
baby, they want to cradle it very 
carefully." 
"The networks generally buy the 
rights to a show for a period of time," 
Elizondo explained, " it 's unusual for 
them to own one outright and 'Foley 
Square ' is one of only a few programs1 
that are owned by a network. " 
Elizondo plays the role of Jesse 
Steinberg, a top assistant district at· 
torney, whose skills lately have been 
geared more towards guiding the work 
of younger prosecuters. He has not ac· 
tually prosecuted a case himself in quite 
some time, but he still has the com· 
petitors drive. 
Said Elizondo of Jesse, "Jesse is an 
anachronism. He has a very strong ego, 
but almost no vanity. What he really 
wants to be is a New York Yankee. and 
he brings that same competitive drive 
with him to the office. 
"I can empathize with Jesse,'' he ad· 
ded. "I know this guy. He grew up in my 
old neighborhood. He has been my 
teacher, he has been a friend, he has been 
a lot of people I 've known over the years. 
A character has a history and should not 
be pigeon-holed." 
Down the road, as the series pro· 
greases, Elizondo sees Jesse learning a 
great deal. "I see him becoming an ac· 
tivist again the way he was in the six· 
ties.'' 
Elizondo has been working in televi· 
sion almost continuously since the 1980 
please see Actor, page 8 
lash out at national leadere and their 
ideologies. "Never" purveys a eense of 
mankind 'o impending doom , and 
"Secret Loser" allows Ozzy to wallow in 
self-pity. 
And, although the PMRC may not 
find too much to complain about on this 
album, the song "Never Know Why" at--
tacks that group almost directly while 
defending the entire heavy·metal com· 
munity: "If we're offensive and pose a 
threat/you fear what we represent is a 
mess/you 've missed the message that 
says it all. " 
Finally, in "Lightning Strikes, " Ozzy 
decides to ignore his persecutors and go 
about his way: "I'm not apologizing/ I 
am what I am,'there is no compromis· 
ing/1 don't give a damn/1 won't stop 
Hector Elizondo, star of CBS' "Foley 
Square" was in Cincinnati last week to 
promote the sit-com. Elizondo portrays 
Jesse Steinberg, an assistant district at· 
rockin ' aU night." 
All in all, "The Ultimate Sin" is a 
very good album from one of the grand-
fathers of heavy metal. Although many 
attack him for advocating violence, the 
occult and suicide in his lyrics, Osbourne 
has written some quality songs with 
relevant messages both in the past 
("Crazy Train '' and "Revelation" for ex· 
ample) and on this album. 
Unfortunately, since many people 
hold negative preconceptions about 
Osbourne and refuse to take heavy 
metal seriously, the LP doesn 't stand 
too good a chance of acceptance outside 
the heavy metal crowd. 
Consequently, many rock fans and 
critics will miss out on some quality 
music, which is the real ultimate sin. 
Jan Werff photo 
torney in a large city. The show airs 
locally on WCPO Channel 9 on 
Wednesdays at 8:30p.m. 
NKU provides ingredients for horror • mov1e 
"It was a dark and stormy night . .. " 
The wind was howling outside, while 
inside the lights flickered, dimmed and 
went out. The people in the house 
figured there was a downed line 
somewhere in the neighborhood, but be-
ing miles from any other houses, they 
had no way of knowing. 
Kim 
Colley 
The fire in the grate which had been 
burning down suddenly flared, and as 
the frightened group looked around 
them they saw a ghastly face pressed 
against the rain-eoaked window. 
"Oh, not " cried a terrified Mrs. 
Jackson as she turned to her husband. 
" It's that pushy mother of yours!" 
Sure, it had what I hope is an amus· 
ing little plot twist, but admit it: you 
love ghost stories. 
Everyone does. They have been 
likened to the thriU of roUer-eoaster 
rides, or race car driving. Kids par· 
ticularly like them because their parents 
don't want them exposed to anything 
that could give them nightmares. Whet 
parents don't seem to remember is that 
it's fun being scared. 
I was reacquainted with this fact laat 
night, as I witched "Salem's Lot" with 
a couple of friends. We and tbe girls nezt 
door to us took turns scaring each ~ther 
throughout the movie, me being the 
usual victim. 
I loved it. I love horror movies. My 
favorites are those old haunted house 
stories from the 50s and 60s, where a 
group of teenagers dare Mch other into 
spending the night in the village blood 
barn. The best part comes when the girl 
who went off somewhere to fix her hair 
emits a blood-curdling scream, presen· 
ting her friends with their first big 
chance to be stupid. 
"Hey, gang," says Jack, "that 
sounded like Mary emitting a blood· 
curdling scream." 
"Yeah," offers Janet, "and the u is 
missing tool Let's split up and in· 
veatipte." 
The heroine was always played by so-
meone like Connie Stevens or Joey 
Heatherton, and the hero by Frankie 
Avalon, Troy Donahue or Fabian. The 
weird old man who hung around the 
mansion was played by Lew Ayres if he 
turned out to be a policeman, and by 
Vincent Price if he really was a weird old 
man who liked to hang around haunted 
mansions. 
All of this is leading to this week's 
exciting new premise: "Hell Campus." 
The main characters are: 
Biff, an aspiring·yuppie sophomore, 
who is moderately weU-liked despite hi, 
overaize ego and the sweaters he wears 
please see Colley, page 9 
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Shuttle program still popular 
b1 s .... Oldlaa 
ThoN....,.._ 
When the U.S. wu ftrot hit by the 
ohock of the opace ohuttle Challenger '• 
fiery demiae. the government, the public 
and numerous private industries began 
to question the future of the apace pro-
gram. 
These questions, however, were 
ohort-lived. Only houro af .. r the event, 
President Reagan assured the American 
public that we would continue to reach 
for the unknown of space. Several polls 
conducted the following day showed an 
overwhelming amount of support for the 
apace program. While America mourned 
the tragedy, it nonetheleoo eeems to feel 
that the space program is of utmost im· 
portence. 
An ABC poll conducted only 72 
SG passes 
The Northerner 
NKU's student government reflected 
national sentiment last week when it 
passed two bills intended to encourage 
the National Aeronautics and Space Ad· 
ministration (NASA) to continue its 
space program despite the Jan. 28 
tragedy. 
The first resolution, which recom-
mend• SG plant a tree and dedicate it to 
the memory of "those who died in the 
space shuttle and the deeds they ac-
complished," was passed by the 
representative assembly by acclaima· 
tion. 
A memorial placque will be placed 
next to the tree, said Rep-at-large Karla 
Mclain, who introduced both bills. 
The second resolution, which will be 
sent to NASA and President Ronald 
Reagan, is intended to show continued 
support for the space program despite 
the space shuttle Challenger's violent -
houro after the crash ohowed that about 
78 percent of Americana atill supported 
the apace program. In compariaon, a 
similar poll conducted a year earlier 
showed an 80 percent approval rating 
for the apace program. 
Deopite all the oupport, NASA faces 
several setbacka in regard to the pro-
gram. 
The ohort.term effecto of the craoh 
are already being felt by NASA. Many 
of the shuttle missions have been put on 
delay or permanently scratched for 1986 
(a year that was to see the most missions 
to date). A committee formed by Presi· 
dent Reagan to investigate the crash 
ohould be finiohed by July. Many doubt, 
however, if conclusive answers will be 
found. 
In addition, officials in the Reagan 
administration are playing down the 
shuttle bill 
explosion Jan. 28, McLain said. It also 
passed by acclamation. 
"I grew up watching the space pro-
gram develop," she said. " I was taken 
by the sadness of it- I was just sorry." 
McLain said Northern should have a 
consciousness beyond Highland 
Heights, and the bill was meant to show 
students' collective support for further 
exploration into space. 
The bills said "those who quest for 
knowledge" can benefit students and 
the generations that follow by their fur· 
ther exploration of space. 
McLain said she is concerned, 
though, with President Reagan's use of 
the shuttle program to promote his 
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). 
"I hate to see things for peace turned 
into methods of war," she said. "Ex· 
ploration into space should continue, 
but the shuttle program should not be 
used for war." 
Our three-year and 
two-yearschoJarships wont 
make college easier. 
Just easier to pay for. 
Even if you didn't start coll;f, on a scholarship, you 
could finish on one. Army OTC Scholarships 
r,ay for full tuition and allowances for educational 
ees and textbooks. Along with up to 51,000 
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
For more information, please call ~72·5664, or see 
CPT Levitt in the Albright Health Center, room 
215. 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TRATNTNC CL)RPS 
SOl (Strategic Defense Initiative) con· 
troversy, apparently wanting to ride out 
the current situation. Opponents of SDI 
(moot notably the USSR) may hove their 
strangest argument to date. 
But the long-term effects, according 
to moet experts, will be minimal. The 
apace program will continue, as will 
public and private support. Aloo the 
growing number of shuttle contractors, 
communications and sattelite com· 
panies and research laboratories have in· 
vested billions of dollars in the space 
program. In effect, it made the space 
program even more vital, according to 
many experts. 
"I don't think there will be any 
chenge (in support)," oaid Dr. Richard 
Ward, a political science professor at 
Northern. "Both the U.S. and the 
Ken Lucas, Florence, chairman of the 
Board of Regen to at Northern Kentucky 
University, has been honored by his 
company, CIGNA Individual Financial 
Services Company, as its Volunteer of 
the Month. 
Although he volunteers his time as a 
Governor-appointee, Lucas was honored 
for a series of volunteer activities he 
does in addition to his position as a 
financial consultant with CIGNA's Ft. 
Wri~ht office. 
U.S.S.R. have suffered caaualt.ies in 
their space programs .. .I don 't think the 
Challenger crash will give the Soviets an 
upper hand (in the space rac4t). 
Ward aloo believed that the SDI pro-
gram would otill be worked on. Moot 
Pentagon official• agree that SDI will be 
researched in an effort for "absolute pro-
tection." It remains too early to tell, 
however, whether the U.S. can remain 
confident about the poooiblity of SDI. 
All these questions, however, remain 
in the background of the crash. It r& 
mains to be seen how much we will learn 
about and from the Challenger incident. 
One thing is certain, however-we as a 
nation have been reminded of a very 
valuable lesson. Our quest for space is 
still a futuristic hope, not a modem day 
realilty. 
An article in the company magazine 
quoted the Board cheirman ao " ... believ· 
ing in volunteering his time to the 
university because education influences 
t he futures of Florence 's residents. 'I 
think education is the backbone of the 
American way of life. The better 
educated the populace is, the bigger the 
improvement in the quality of living.'" 
His monthly honor could lead to the 
company's annual Community Service 
Award. 
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ROTC scholarship offered 
by Sbella CuUole 
1'ht Nort.herner 
St.eve Barton, NKU's only recipient 
of the Anny Reaerve Officers Trainin@ 
Corps two year National Scholarship. 
will be commissioned as an ROTC officer 
after graduation this year. 
Barton, who is a senior at Northern 
began his scholarship in the !aU of 1984. 
He received the scholarship based on his 
A.C.T., G.P.A., class s tanding, rank ac· 
counted within the platoon and hio drill 
sergeant 's recommendations. 
Capt. Mark Levitt, NKU ROTC, Cap· 
tain/Assistant Professor said, "Tht. 
scholarships are awarded nationally. " 
''Students are chosen by who best 
qualifies." 
According to Levitt, these scholar· 
ships pay for tuition, lab fees and other 
academic expenses. Each year the 
scholarship is in effect, it supplies an 
allowance for books, supplies, and fur· 
nishes up to $1000 in a tax-free 
allowance. 
" In addition to national competition 
the chairman of the Military Science 
department has two scholarships that 
he can award," Levitt said. "They are 
two or three year business and science 
scholarships thst can be fulfilled in any 
combination." 
Levitt said the ROTC is the principal 
source of college educated officers in the 
Army. Men and women can combine 
their studies for a baccalaureate degree 
with training for commission as a second 
lieutenant. 
"The most essential qualities that 
the recipient should have are high 
academic standings and strong leader-
• ship potential," Levitt said. " Without 
these quslitieo they wouldn 't be effec-
tive leaders." 
According to Levitt, students are not 
required to be enroUed in ROTC to app· 
ly. A certain number of scholarships are 
labeled for college students who have 
not been taking part in the program. 
But, if a student is awarded a scholar· 
ship he or she must agree to certain 
obligations. These include signing a con-
tract which requires the scholarship reci-
pient to serve as an officer for a period of 
four years active duty of eight years in 
the Reserve Components, depending on 
the Army's needs, he said. 
"My career goal is to become an Ar· 
my officer and to see Germany, " Barton 
said. 
Height and weight limitations as well 
as overall physical fitness are the 
medical qualifications that are to be 
met, Levitt said. 
Because of the Army's increasing 
need for officers with highly technical 
educational 'lackgrounds, special con-
sideration is given to those applicants 
majoring in engineering, physical 
sciences, and nursing, Levitt said. 
"The Army's main target is engineer-
ing majors," Levitt said. "This is a very 
competitive field. " 
THE REWARDS OF 
BEIMCi A SOLDIER JUST 
CiOT RICHER. CiET 
$25,200 FOR COLLEGE. 
Under The New GI Bill Plus The New Army 
College Fund, you contribute $100 a month from 
your first full 12 months' paychecks (for a total of 
$1,200). The government and the Army will contrib 
ute the rest (up to $9,600 from the government and 
up to $14,400 from the Army, if you qualify). 
But Army rewards don't stop here. They come 
from the satisfaction of learning a valuable skill 
which you can use the rest of your life. 
They come from the accomplishment you feel 
when you're in the best physical shape of your life. 
And they come from the pride you feel deep-
down at serving your country well . 
The Army experience can teach you a lot. And 
put you up to $25,200 closer to college. Call your 
local Army Recruiter to find out more. 
371-1060 
FRESI*N Nffi S(J>f{M)RES CALl: ?72-55"57 
ARift BE ALL lOU CAN BE. 
Actor ---------------------
continued from page 6 
series "Freebie and the Bean." "I swore 
I wouldn 't do another series this soon. 
It 's too many long houn, too much hard 
work." 
But the network wanted him, and the 
deal they presented to his agent was ap-
parently too good to pass up. 
Elizondo can bicycle to work now, 
and that is important to him. He is a 
fitness enthusiast, and has been a stu-
dent of martial art.s for the last twenty 
years. He was a member of the 
American Buddhist Academy Kendo 
Team which toured Japan in 1976. Ken-
do is a Japanese martial art. 
Elizondo speaks Spanish and a little 
Italian and Japanese. He enjoys hiking, 
backpacking and riJer rafting. He 
stated that his greatest passion, 
however, is music, which he calls his 
"first laniJUage." 
Elizondo is a member of Musicians 
Local 802 in New York and as a youth 
sang on radio and television, and studied 
with the Ballet Arts Company of 
Carnegie Hall . In his pre-acting years he 
also played conga drums with a latin 
band and performed as a classical 
guitarist. 
While it's all money and limos now, it 
wasn't always that way. 
" I served a long apprenticeship, " he 
said. " I always figured on having 
another job." 
It was not until 1970-71 that he 
began to make his living solely from ac-
ting. That was the year he won an Obie 
for his role of God in the off-Broadway 
production, ''Stearnbath. '' 
''Steambath' ' is a play about heaven, 
or its waiting room perhaps, and God is 
a young Puerto Rican, perpetually bored 
with being perpetually young, and with 
the job of being God. He works in a 
steambath swabbing decks and collec· 
ting towels to break up his day. 
How does one prepare for the role of 
God? 
" Do not play an affectation, let the 
playwrights do that," he said. "To me 
God was just another person, whose feet 
hurt, and who sometimes breaks a 
shoelace.'' 
"The key for preparing a role, " 
Elizondo continued, " is to not be caught 
acting." 
Elizondo has extensive credits in 
television, theater, and feature films . 
Elizondo is married to a c· 
tress/photographer, Carolee Campbell, 
who is also a professional river-rafting 
guide. He continues to perform classical 
guitar and as a latin percussionist, as 
well as playing the Shakuhachi flute. 
NKU 
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NKU briefs 
The Northern Kentucky Univenity 
Faculty Brass Quinl<lt will perfonn a 
varied program that expands four con· 
turiee of music. Works of Farnaby, J .S. 
Bach, Percy Grainger, William Schmidt 
and Victor Ewald will be played 
February 24 at 8 p.m. on tho Main Stage 
of tho NKU Fino Arts Center. Thoro is 
no artmission. 
Soloiot with tho quintet will be Diane 
Bolland, pianiot and NKU faculty 
member. She will perfonn with tho 
quintet in the Concertina for PW.no and 
Brou by William Schmidt. 
Members of the quintet are: 
Jonathon Gresham, 1st trumpet; Mark 
Bailey, 2nd trumpet; David Dunavant, 
trombone; Richard Goist, French horn; 
Paul Conrad, tuba. 
Tho quintet bas recently performed 
on the Cathedral Concert Series and has 
made a number of recent appearances in 
the Cincinnati area. 
. W.A.L.K., a non-profit organization, 
IS proud to announce its 2nd annual 
poetry contest: 1st place prue SIOO., 2nd 
$75., and 3rd $50. Poets interested in 
their 1986 Unicorn Poetry Contest must 
end a self·addressed, stamped envelope 
or contest rules and entry form to: Tim 
:Kc;ckrill, Writers and Artists League of 
~~~~~~.,>'·K~~~! , n Bernheim Lane, 
Colley----
contlnued from page 6 
with "Mom" printed on them. This is 
the genius that talks his friends into 
spending four years at Hell Campus. 
Scruffy, Biff's best friend. Scruffy 
is a laid·back, easy-going kind of guy. In 
most movies, this character is the first 
one who buys the farm, but Scruffy 's 
fate is as yet unknown. 
. Tony, the stylish, Don Johnson 
type in the group. This is the kind of guy 
who has perpetual five-o-clock shadow, 
trendy clothes and pointed~toe shoes. In 
their first conference about what do 
about the monster/ghost/homocidal 
maniac, Tony will say, "Can 't we reason 
with this guy?" This will spur tho group 
to feed Tony to the 
monster/ghost/homocidal maniac in an 
effort to placate it. 
Buffy, the heroine, who never has a 
hair out of place and refuBes to leave her 
home without at least having founds· 
tion, blush, eyeliner, shadow, mascara, 
lip liner, lipstick and dusting powder on. 
Buffy, unfortunately, h1 the one oerson 
guaranteed to not fall victim to the 
creature. 
Nick, the hip, slick, Bill Murray 
type, will be the one to eventually 
destroy the creature with his biting wit 
and satire. However, because of this, 
Nick will be kicked off of Hell Campus, 
and be forced to take a job with Rolling 
Stone, where he will be paid un· 
precedented amounts of money. 
And, finally , Bill, tho weird old guy 
who hangs around haunted campueses. 
This man is not a policeman, repeat, not 
a policeman. Av:~id this man at all coata. 
I will, of course, direct the movie as 
eoon ae I find aome backers. Normally, 
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SAM looks to further profession 
"It's an organization sot up to help 
otudento got ready to take on tho duties 
of a management position, " said Jim 
Sahngor, president of the NKU chapter 
of the Society for the 'Advancement of 
Management !SAM). 
Eotabllohed six years ago, SAM is a 
national profeeeoional organization con-
l!listing of senior chapters (including one 
in Cincinnati) and student chapl<lrs (six 
locally). 
"SAM oooko to advance the study of 
and practice of management,' ' according 
to Kathy Verderber, an assistant pro-
fessor of management and SAM adviser. 
Through tours of various industries, 
guest spe a kers , and monthly 
meetings/dinners with senior SAM 
members, "they can begin to associate 
with and understand the community of 
practitioners they wish to join," 
Verderber said. 
SAM recently toured the Hudepohl 
plant and plans to visit Proctor and 
Gamble anJ the General Motors plant in 
the near future. At these plants they 
view the various techniques and pro-
cesses used in production. 
They also gain pratical experience 
and information in organizations they 
might someday work for, Sahnger said. 
"It gives you an appreciation for the 
skills you are going to need to develop to 
have a successful career in 
management," Verderber said. 
At their monthly meetings SAM 
the producers would do this, but if I hire 
producers I'd have to give them a 
percentage of the profits. 
I will be auditioning all unqualified 
people for the roles of Biff, Scruffy, 
Tony, Buffy and Nick starting Monday. 
No actors need apply. The part of Bill 
has already been cast. 
See you on the silver screen. 
Kim Coll•y is Features Editor of The Nor-
therner. 
* PARTY * 
* * *We apologize for our* 
* * 
* mistake I * 
* In the 2-4-86 issue. * * * 
* * * The deadline for * *  
* reservation Is * 
* * 
* 2-13-86, not 2-3-86. * * * 
* * * more Info. call  
* * 
* Stan Foster * * * *  
* at 581 -6406 * 
* * 
* before 3 pm or * 
* * 
* 621-6990 * * * 
memben llliK with management pereon-
nel of varioue Cincinnati bul!lineeaee and 
eetabliah contacts for future job 
poooibilitiea. 
" It'• one of tho bettor ways to make 
bul!lineea cont.act.e today,'' Sahnger aaid. 
"I think employers are big on atu-
denL groupo, " Verderber said. 
She said that when employers look at 
resumea one of the firat thing! they look 
for ia extra-curricular activities. SAM, 
or any other extra-curricular organize· 
tion, gives that person a greal<lr edge. 
SAM officers: (front row) Roxanne 
Tehan, Mary Lee Muehlenkamp, Dave 
"By joining SAM no.. they would 
have a better Idea of what they business 
futuro might hold," Sahngor said. 
Tho members said tbey hope to at--
tend a national convention in Min· 
neapolis In May. According to Sahnger. 
it's an opportunity to present a caee to a 
board in national competition. The caee 
will involve a problem with a corpora· 
tion and the etudent.e eolution to that 
problem. Several nationally known 
speakers will atl<lnd, including Leo lac· 
coca. 
YOUR BEST DEAL TO 
YOU DRIVE (TO THE PARTY) 
$124.00 
WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE) 
$189.00 
INCLUDES: 
• R04nd lnp motor cooch TronsportotiOn lo beaut 
Doytono Beoch ( Wf: ORI'I"' Dockages Ontv) Wr. ~ 
nothing bot modem hlghwoV cooches 
• Elghl FIOfldo dovs/seJen endless niQhfs o T one ol 
eKCihng oceanfront hOTels lOco ted r.ght on the Dayton 
8eochsfi1P VouhOtelhasobeaultfulpool 50ndeck • 
cond1TIOf"'ed rooms cOIOf TV and o niCe lOng stretch ol 
beoeh 
• A fUll schedule ol FREE pool deCk por118S f/llflfV doV 
• A lull list ol pte-orrc."lged d1scounts to save vou money 1n 
Doytono Beach 
• Travel rep~esentotrves to 1nsure a smootn tnp and o 
good time doe<• •··~ • Op!lonol slOe excur~s to Disney WOOd Epcot 
sea t1shlng portv crutses eTc 
• ,AII Toxes and t1ps 
SPEND A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION Call Stan Foster 
AND SIGN UP 581-6406 before 3 pm 621-6990 4-9 pm 
Sponsored by Campus Mart<eting uotllfHC10~~~~~....,. 
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Programs help youth find · jobs 
by Tina Tyo 
The NorLhc!irnet" 
New Directions, a service of Nor-
them Kentucky University, exists for 
the purpose of assisting young adults in 
their search and preparation for employ-
ment. 
A grant from the Job Training Part--
nership Act provides the funding for 
this program and allows this service to 
reach eight counties including Boone, 
Campbell, Carroll, Gallatin, Grant, Ken-
ton, Owen and Pendleton. 
"The main goal of our program," said 
Claude Wess, director of New Direc-
tions, "is to identify and isolate the peo-
ple in our community who are in need of 
jobs, and put them into specific training 
programs that will make them more at--
tractive to the job market." 
Wess said the program is designed to 
help young aduiLo from ageo 16-21, who 
arc unemployed or underemployed, and 
who fall within specific income 
guidelines. 
Through assessment and counseling, 
participants are guided toward training 
or the education necessary to fulfill their 
goals. 
Betty Bernard, associate director for 
employment and training at the Nor· 
thern Kentucky Area Development 
District said the service has "numerous 
programs that provide a variety of 
okills." 
"New Directions can help the young 
person decide what training is best for 
them," Bernard added. 
Bernard said many people today re-
Group helps abusers 
by Pamela Paisley 
The Northerner 
Being a parent is one of the toughest 
jobs in the world, according to a pam· 
phlet from Parents Anonymous (PA). a 
group formed to let parents know it is 
okay to need help. 
"PA wants child abusers to be able 
to seek help without fear of social 
stigma," said psychologist Ginger 
Dantz., director of PA. 
Seventy·seven percent of the parents 
who make up the group were abused as 
children. 
"Our first concern is the safety of the 
children ,'' said Dantz. "PAis trying to 
break the abuse cycle." 
Dantz said PA follows the same 
philosophy as alcoholics anonymous in 
that it's a self help group. Parents are 
urged to help each other by exchanging 
phone numbers and babysitting for each 
other . 
"PA is run by volunteers and 
members are known by firs t names 
only," she said. 
PA has weekly two hour meetings, 
led by a chairperson who is an abusive 
parent chosen by and agreed upon by 
the group. There is also a volunteer pro-
fessional known as a sponsor who acts 
as a guide, Dantz said. 
The group recognizes six forms of 
child abuoe: phyoical abuoe, phyoical 
neglect, verbal abuse, emotional abuse, 
emotional neglect and sexual abuse. 
Dantz said PA bao a 24-hour hotline 
so parents can call a volunteer in times 
of stress. 
" PA tries to make parents aware of 
what sets them off so they can call for 
help before the abuse starts," said 
Dantz. 
According to Dantz, 90 percent of 
the members join the group voluntarily. 
Marylin Foltz was one of those parents. 
" I was a PA member for seven 
years," said Foltz. I was verbally a bus· 
ing my children. At PA I learned to 
discipline my kids without destroying 
their or my self esteem." 
PA also has Children's Circles. While 
parents are in meeting, the children are 
with volunteers talking, learning to 
cooperate and hearing praise for jobs 
well done, Dantz said. 
PA was formed in 1970 by an abusive 
parent and her therapist. Then called 
Mothers Anonymous, the program has 
grown to 1500 chapters in the U.S. with 
chapters in Campbell and Kenton coun-
ties. 
( ASH WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 12 
Mass with Ashes 
12:15 pm U.C. Ballroom 
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main joblesa beccause they aimply do 
not bave the ability or the skills to "sell " 
themeelvee to a prospective employer. 
"The New Directions program can 
provide training in marketing the skilla 
they already have," Bernard said. 
Among the programs available 
through New Directions is a 60 hour 
course in "Career Development and 
Work Ethics" and a 120 hour course in 
"Computations and Communications." 
These are the baeic programs designed 
to give participants an overall view of 
career situations and how to com-
municate effectively while struggling to 
find employment, Bernard said. 
"The moot difficult career obstacle to 
hurdle is a lack of education," said Ber· 
nard . For participants who have decided 
that furthering their education is the 
This as yet unidentified student per· 
forms his famous Rip Van Winkle imita-
right move, or that finiohing their high 
achool education is the right move, New 
Direcl.iono offero help In both depart--
mente, abe said. 
The program offero the opportunity 
to take tha OED Loot and provideo a 
foundation and a place to atart. Some 
parl.icipanl.o may aloo be eligible for 
financial aseistance. This asaistance can 
be in the form of transportation to and 
from programs, tuition grants, and in 
some instances, to provide child care, 
Beroard said. 
If you are unemployed or 
underemployed, between the ages of 16 
and 21 and are looking for a new direc-
tion regarding education and the job 
market, contact the New Directions of· 
lice at 572-6364 or stop by NKU 's Cov-
ington campue office. 
Steve Hinton photo 
tion in the University Center student 
lounge last Friday. 
This Valentine's Day, 
•• 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
go all out. 
' Go ahead, show I hat special 
svmeone how much you 
care by sending the FTD® 
Hearts 'n' Flowers '" Bouquet. 
beautiful arrangement 
in an impressive 
caddy. It's 
so easy. just call 
your FTD Floris!. 
"Regrstet9d trademark FTDA 





* * * * * * * * • 
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Public service group needs exposure 
by JuUe Tibbs 
The Northerner 
Organization!ll ... we encounter them 
everyday. Yet many of u111 ta.k.e for 
granted what they actually are or do. 
New Preceptions Incorporated, a non-
profit organization serving deveJopmen-
tslly disabled children and adults, faces 
this problem of lack of public awareness. 
Originally called Riverside Good 
Counsel, New Perceptions has served 
the Northern Kentucky area since it was 
founded in the early 1950s by parents of 
developmentally disabled children. 
Their goals were to provide two things. 
First, services to mentally retarded in-
fants, children and adults who could not 
receive services elsewhere. They also 
provide services to people regardless of 
the severity or complexity of the 
disability , according to brochures pr~ 
vided by New Perceptions. 
Crean 
by Steve Olding 
The Northerner 
lives 
To say that Patrick Crean likes ac-
ting would be as great an understate-
ment as saying Pete Rose likes baseball. 
For most of his 74 years, Crean has 
acted in 60 films. 300 plays and taught a 
countless number of theatre students 
th'! art of fighting. Crean, who is called 
"The Dean' ' by his fellow actors, is a 
man who has studied, refined and 
mastered the art of stage fighting. Thus. 
he owns the title of Fight Master, the 
highest honor that can be bestowed by 
the Society of American Fight Uirec-
tors. 
"The keys to a good fight scene or a 
good fight actor are safety first, acting 
second, ·· said Crean. "Even if a mistake 
is made, but it's a safe mistake (no one is 
hurt). it will be a good scene." 
Crean, who recently visited NKU to 
judge a group of fight students, started 
his career as an uctor, struggling on five 
pounds a week and studying in drama 
school. He would later be a fight coor-
dinator for several "swashbucklen " in· 
eluding Errol Flynn, whom Crean 
regards as a "great fight actor. an even 
greater off·screen character.'' During 
this time fencing became an interest, an 
interest that would become a love. 
Although many at his age have 
already retired, Crean doesn 't even want 
to think of retirement. 
" I don 't think there is such a thing as 
a retired actor. In some professions you 
are forced to retire. I 'm glad to be doing 
this - I could go on forever.'' 
Today Crean's schedule is as busy as 
ever. He is a member of the Stratford 
Ontario Shakespeare Festival (and has 
been for 22 years), and is currently per· 
forming in 1:t one man show, "The Sun 
Never Sets." Later this year he will be 
performing Hamlet with a theatre pro-
duction in Wiaconsin. 
The one man show ie a special 
challenge to Crean with its own 
drawbacks and advant&llea. 
New Perceptions is a new name for 
an old organization. The organization 
changed its name to change people's 
perceptiona that it primarily is a school 
and a place the developmentally disabl· 
ed or mentally retarded can receive 
training and support among their own 
kind. said Judy DeSalvo, the organiza-
tion 'a development and training coor-
dinator. 
Instead, New Perceptions provides 
many services that will enable the 
developmentally disabled to be in-
tegrated into society, not isolated from 
it. 
For instance, no longer is it believed 
that mentally retarded children should 
be isolated in schools specifically design· 
ed for them, DeSalvo said. Instead, the 
New Perception philosophy is that if the 
children are capable of attending a 
regular school, they should be able to. 
Also, developmentally disabled 
for fights 
" It 's sometimes difficult to come to 
terms with the loneliness i11volved m a 
one man show but it's easier when it 
comes to the actual performance ... there 
,1re no cues to miss and if you make a 
mistake it's very easy to recover." 
Crean's advice to aspiring young ac· 
tors: 
"First. make sure you've got the 
germ, the desire to act - then go to 
school, learn as much us you can and 
then go for it." 
Crean wouldn't single out a.n actor as 
being the best he has ever worked with, 
simply saying there were too many great 
ones. 
" I would have loved to work with 
Bas il Rathbone ... he was an incredibly 
talented man," he said. "Even today, 
when I watch the old films, I'm impress-
ed with his work. " 
Crean declined to speculate on what 
he will be doing 10 years from now. If he 
has his way, however, he will be 
teaching. 
adult.a were once perceived as incapable 
of performing simple tasks for their 
everyday lives, let alone job t.aaks. New 
Perceptions employs some of these 
adulte and aeeiete others in job 
placement.e. 
DeSalvo said developmentally 
disabled children and adults benefit 
from integration with their peers, "since 
it helps them live more normative lives 
and gives them the opportunity to par-
ticipate in their community. ·· 
New Perceptions depends on family 
and voluntMer support to achieve its 
ongoing goels. With their help, it can 
provide more thorough on~n-one train-
ing, which is vital to integrate the 
developmentally disabled into the socie-
ty. For instance, learning in a classroom 
that a red light means stop is useless if 
the individual cannot apply it in true life 
situ9.tions. 
New Perceptions has seven 
volunteers and is looking for more. Jody 
r-· 
Chalk. a ,.ophom~ social servictt major 
at NKU, is one of the volunteers. 
She volunteered because she likes 
working with the developmentally 
disabled, and she believes the uperience 
will be beneficial to her social Kience 
major. Chalk learned at New Precep-
tions that developmentslly disabled peo-
ple can be productive individuals. Some 
of them are employed in local industry 
through services provided by New 
Perceptions. 
DeSalvo said, "Student volunteers 
are high quality volunteers, since they 
are dependable, interested and con· 
tribute their knowledge." 
DeSalvo and Chalk both believe stu-
dent volunteer work is beneficial not on-
ly to New Perceptions, but also to the 
students which need the experience in 
their fields . 
Anyone interested in volunteering 
their skills and services sho\lld caU 
491-2288. 
-
Our three-year and 
twQ-yearschotarships won't 
make college easier. 
Just easier to pay for. 
E\.:n if you didn't start coll t~c on a M:holarship. you 
cOIJid finish on one. Ar1ny O'fC Scl,olaf':)hlps ray for full tuition and aiJowanCC!S for eciucationa) 
ces and textbooks. Along" tth up to SI,OOO 
,_,ca. Get all the facts. RE.~LL YOU CA:\ BE. 
For more information, please call572-5664, or see 
CPT Levitt in the. Albright Health Center. room 
216. 
ARMY RCSERVE OFFICERS' TRAIN 1M_. CORPS 
PARENTS! 
A terrific Valent ine's Treat 
for t he kids ... 
PETE'S DRAGON 
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Steve Hinton photo 
Willie Schlarman catches a pass against 









Southern Indiana beat NKU's men's 
basketball team, 98-80, before a near 
sell-out crowd at Regents Hall Saturday 
night. 
The Screaming Eagles jumped out to 
a 10·2lead four minutes into the game, a 
lead SIU never relinquished. The 
closest Northern would get the rest of 
the night was 10 points at the half 42·32. 
With 6·9 Julian Hall scoring inside, 
and last year's Great Lakes Valley 
IGLVC) player of the year, Stephan 
Jackson hitting from the outside, 
Southern Indiana coasted to their 
seventh win against four losses in the 
conference. 
Jackson led SIU with 25 points, 
while Hall chipped in with 19 points and 
15 rebounds. 
NKU, which had four players score in 
double figures, was paced by Scott with 
19. Bob Schloemer had 14, Willie 
Schlarman 13, and Chris Wall 11. 
The game featured two bench clear· 
ing scuffles. Schlarman and ISU's An-
dre Jackson were ejected. 
The Norse shot 44 percent to ISU's 
54 percent from the field. NKU was out-
rebounded 45·35. Attendance was 
2,196, the largest home crowd of the 
season. 
Northern slips to 11 ·10, 5·7 in the 
GLVC. 
Northern 91, Kentucky Weeleyan 90 
Shawn Scott sank two free throws 
with eight seconds left to lead the Norse 
Schlarmans 
basketball a 
by John Lageman 
The Northerner 
Northern Kentucky University's two 
basketball programs owe a great debt to 
Bill and Judy Schlarman, of Ft. Thomas, 
Ky. 
The Schlarmans provided the men's 
program with Willie, a 6'4 " junior for-
ward, who has been on a tear the last 
couple of weeks. And coach Nancy 
Winstel 's women's team has benefited 
from the presence of Cindy Schlarman, a 
6 '0" freshman center. 
Willie and Cindy were both named 
NKU's Athletes of the Week last week. 
Both Willie and Cindy graduated 
from Highlands High School, in Ft. 
Thomas, attaining many awards and ac· 
colades along the way. Yet it was the 
closeness of the Schlarman family which 
made the decision to stay close to home 
easier. 
"It was close to home," said Willie, 
"and close to my family. " 
Willie said it would not be unusual to 
see the whole family in their backyard 
playing a pickup game. 
Cindy also said she like the idea of 
playing close to home, in order to give 
her family the opportunity to see her 






to an upset of the n&tion 's fourth-ranked 
Division II team, Kentucky Wesleyan, 
Thursday night at Regents Hall. 
Kentucky Wesleyan led 20·15 with 
10 minutes remaining in the first half. 
NKU whittled that lead away and tied 
t he game at 37 by the end of the half. 
Northern ran up a lead of 86-77 with 
1:30 left in the game after a pair of 
Schloemer free throws. The Panthers 
came back to run off an 11 -3 scoring 
spree in the final minute to pull within 
one point, 89-88. All-American Steve 
Bennett missed a 15-footer with less 
than 15 seconds left to set up Scott's 
free throws. 
Scott led the way with 25 points, 
Schlarman hit 23, Derek Fields chipped 
in 19, and Schloemer added 17. Bennett 
led the Panthers with 25. 
NKU and Wesleyan both shot 57 per· 
cent from the field. NKU out·rebounded 
Wesleyan 40·34. 
Schlarman's 23 points Thursday and 
13 Saturday moved him into 13th place 
on the all-time NKU scoring list passing 
Jim McMillian. He has 654 career 
points. 
NKU has an 140·57 record (.711) in 
Regents Hall. The Norse are 91·66 
under coach Mike Beitzel. 
NKU will make its last roadtrip of 
the season this weekend, playing at St. 
Joseph 's Thursday, and at Lewis on 
Saturday. The Norsemen will then close 
out the regular season with five straight 
home games against: Wright State Feb. 
18, Wilmington Feb. 20, Kentucky State 
Feb. 22, Indiana Central Feb. 27, and 
Bellarmine March L 
make NKU 
1.!e~}~i! of ~!e!~e~r 
(with the men 's team)," said Cindy, "so I 
get to see him (Willie) play then." Even 
when the teams don't play a double-
header, she trieo to get to Willie 'o 
gamQs, she said. 
Willie said he also like to watch Cin· 
dy play, saying, "It helps me relax when 
I watch their (the women 'a) game before 
ours." 
Yet, as close as their family is, there 
were other reasons these two athletes 
decided to attend NKU. 
" It 's a growing school," said Willie, 
"Coming here, I knew I'd have a good 
chance to play, though maybe not make 
an immediate impact." 
Cindy said her biggest reason for at-
tending NKU, besides the proximity of 
her family, was the "good atmosphere" 
on the team. 
"I liked the team, I liked the coach 
and the players," she said. 
Beside their natural abilities, both 
Willie and Cindy were raised in a very 
competitive environment, said Willie. 
He said both his parents were fine 
athletes, and encouraged their children 
to participate in athletics. When asked if 
there was much sibling rivalry in their 
home, Willie responded with a quick, 
" Yeohl" though the smile on his face 
please see Family, page 13 
Ladies 
by Nick Brake 
The Northerner 
lead 
The Lady Norse used teamwork and 
balanced scoring to defeat Souther:1 In-
diana 75·51 Saturday night at Regents 
Hall . 
NKU is now 18·3, 11-1 in the GLVC. 
Cindy Schlarman led all scorers with 
14 points. Melissa Wood hit 12 and had 
10 rebounds, Pam King 11, Rita Eg· 
gleston and Bev Walker had eight_ 
'' I think our team has a lot of 
scorers," said coach Nancy Winstel. 
" It 's difficult from the other team's 
standpoint because it is so hard to de-
fend against. Everybody on our team 
can score." 
Northern outscored SIU 16-2 early in 
the game. Southern Indiana then 
outscored the Lady Norse 10·4 to pull 
within six. The Lady Eagles got as close 
as four late in the first half. trailing 
32·28 at halftime. 
NKU scored 12 straight points dur-
ing the first six minutes of the second 
half to put the game out of reach at 
44·28. Northern took its biggest lead of 
the game at 63-40 with five minutes left. 
"Our intensity was really good with 
every combination on the floor," said 
Winstel . ''The second half was just fun 
Steve Hinton photo 
Cindy Schlarman takes a shot in a re· 
cent game at Regents Hall. 
Great Lakes 
to watch. " 
The Lady Norse shot 50 percent from 
the field, SIU shot 30 percent. NKU 
controlled the boards 44·42. 
Lady Norse 50, Kentucky Wesleyan 48 
The Lady Panthers nearly surprised 
the Lady Norse Thursday night. Bev 
Walker sunk eight of her 10 points down 
the stretch to lead the Lady Norse to vic-
tory. 
King and Wood also had 10 each for 
the Norse. Amy Falk had eight. 
The ladies struggled in the first half 
shooting 33 percent from the field and 
an uncharacteristic 25 percent from the 
foul line. Wesleyan led 22·20 at the half. 
NKU outscored the Lady Panthers 
12·6 to open the second half. They took 
their biggest lead of the game at 46·34 
with 5:10 remaining. Jenny Meyer pull-
ed Wesleyan to within two with 14 
seconds left. The Lady Norse controlled 
an in-bounds pass and hung on to win_ 
NKU shot 40 percent from the field, 
Wesleyan shot 36 percent. The Norse 
outrebounded the Panthers 36·32. 
Wood broke her old single-season 
steal record at 98. 
The Lady Norse are on the road this 
week against St. Joseph 's Thursday, 
and Lewis on Saturday. 
Catch up on all the NKU 
sports in The Northerner 
0263.tif
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WEBN's Wild Man falls for NKU's ladies 
by Nick Brake 
The Nc:wt.hemer 
Who would land a job at Cincinnati's 
number one rock and roll station by just 
hanging out at Riverfront Stadium try· 
ing to raise money for a banner to oust 
Dick Wagner, and then end up behind 
the public address microphone at 
Regents Hall? 
Dennio "Wild Man" Walker, the 
"Sports Commando" on WEBN and 
new PA voice of the Lady Norse is the 
only person who could possibly answer 
this. 
Andy Furman, the public relations 
man at Latonia Race Track, told Walker 
about the job. "He showed me an ad in 
the paper and I called (NKU men's 
basketball coach) Mike Beitzel about it," 
Walker said. 
The men's job had already been fill. 
ed, so Walker took the women's job. 
He doesn't object to that at all, 
boosting the Lady Noroe as the best-
looking team in women's basketball. " 1 
love doing it," he said. " 1 think it's my 
callin'. I 'm going to get the men's job 
next year." 
" I don 't understand why nobody 
comes out and support.e the women, " he 
said of Division ll 's seventh-ranked 
Walker's enthusiasm at the 
microphone has raised a few eyebrows 
from the fans at Regents. He wishes the 
crowd would share some of his en- Wild Man Walker enjoys himself in 
thusiasm. front of what be calls the "best-looking J=itrtlillf _________________ !la~d~i~e·~·~b~··~k~e~tb~a~l~l _te~am~"~-~t~h~e~La~d~yL 
continued from page 12 
suggested that most of their backyard 
pickup games remained "friendly ". 
This environment may have worked 
more magic in the Schlarman household. 
"My sister Tammy is an eighth· 
grader and is starting on Highland's 
varsity, " said proud sister Cindy. 
The Schlarmans excel off the court as 
well . Willie was recently named a finalist 
for the College Sports Information 
Directors Association (COSIDAI 
Academic AU-American 'rAAm. 
Every Monday 
we ' re laid all 
"I'd like to teach and coach," said 
Willie, a math and Secondary Education 
major when asked about his plane- for 
the future. 
Cindy, though undecided about her 
major, said she would like to put her 
knowledge of the game to uoe by becom· 
ing a teacher and coach also. 
Whatever their plans for the future, 
one thing is certain, much of the credit 
for NKU's two basketball teams' suc· 






Women's Volleyball- Moo., Feb. 17 
Laat entry date- Thurs., Feb. 13 
ames 
Tournaments 
Men'o Basketball-Sat., Feb. 22 
Last entry date- Tues., Feb. 18 
Co-Ree Volleybaii- Tueo., Feb. 18 
Last ent.rv date- Thuro., Feb. 13 
For more information and sign up contact Campus 
Recreation in 129 AHC or call 572-5197. 
Lady Noroe. "Thio area needo more peo-
ple to get out and oupport college 
baoketball. It oeemo like all thio city 
careo about io baoeball and football ." 
Walker, 36, is a Cincinnati native and 
a 1969 graduate of Anderoon High 
School. He went to a six-month 
radio/television ~tehool and began com-
ment.aries on WEBN in Semptember 
1983. 
Walker said he was at Riverfront 
Stadium to hang a banner to get rid of 
then Reds ' general manager Dick 
Wagner when WEBN disc jockey 
Michael Luzack asked him to do a com-
mentary on the radio. 
Since then things have gotten better 
and better. '"EBN is so laid back," he 
said. "There are so many "people there 
that are going to help you in so many 
ways.'' 
W al.ker gained the respect of Frank 
Wood, Jr., the otation GM. "He likeo 
Wild Man. I won him over," Walker 
said. 
But Walker said he owes his success 
to Luuck. He "OOlieved in me from the 
start. He said 'Wild Man should be on 
the radio all the time,' "Walker said. 
An avid baseball card collector and 
lover of circuses, Walker 's greatest ex· 
perience came last fall when Pete Rose 
broke Ty Cobb's all·time hit record. 
Rose is the Wild Man's hero. 
Steve Hint.on phot.o "He's the greatest I'll ever see," he 
Norse. He Is their new public address an- said. 
nouncer. 
WRFN is sending you to 
Florida free the week of 
Spring Break. 
Call at 572•5690 or listen 
to for details. 
~~ 
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Walk-on impresses 
with glove, bat, mind 
by Chlpp Lewio 
The Norlherner 
"He's got good speed, a good arm, 
quick bat, and lor a big boy very good 
body control. " That is what NKU assis· 
tant baoeball coach Charlie Leltin had to 
say about freshman walk-on Arturo 
Caineo, the 6·5, 200 pound lelt fielder 
from New York. 
Caines graduated from New York 
City's Aviation High School with two 
airplane mechanic licenses. He chose 
Northern because it is the only college in 
the area with an aviation major. 
Caines, and his five sisters and 
brother, were born in the Dominican 
Republic . In 1973 the !emily moved to 
Brooklyn where Caines started his 
baseball career. " I played softball in 
elementary school because that's all 
they had," said Caines. 
Alter his softball ~ebut he joined the 
Youth Service League, similar to the 
Storm Club in Cincinnati. Some of this 
season's top pro players were drafted 
from that league. 
"I know from his past he 's played 
with top players ," said Leftin. 
Caines says there are five strengths 
t.o his game: fielding, running, throwing. 
hitting. and mental control. As a 
young!!lter his older brother. who is an 
All·City track runner for New York 
Tech, used t.o teach him coordination ex· 
ercises t.o help him stay one step up on 
everyone. 
Leftin said, " He's the most level· 
headed, educated youngster I've run 
across." Caines is becoming what the 
scouts call a follow-up player. That's a 
player who has what it takes to m&ke it 
to the big leagueo. 
Caines accidentally walked into head 
coach Bill Aker's office looking for a 
copy machine. He met Leftin at an 
NKU basketball game. He was told to 
report to spring training. 
"He came ready to play. He brought 
all his equipment with him," Leftin said. 
Caines is an outfielder by nature, but 
Leftin is trying to convert him into a pit-
cher because of his size and strength. 
"He's got a good throwing style and 
has nice velocity,'' Leftin added. 
It is estimated that Caines can throw 
a fastball in the high SO's and run the 60 
yard dash in 6 . 7 seconds. 
Leftin calls Caines, "A let me prove 
it to you A:ind of kid." 
Norsemen show promise 
Last week was typical of the season 
Northern Kentucky 's Norsemen have 
been having. 
Thursday against Kentucky 
W~\;yan the Nors~cio=~ do no wrong 
_ Brake 
in defeating the number four team in 
NCAA Division II . Saturday, despite 
four players in double figures, Northern 
could not get into the groove against a 
very t.alented Southern Indiana team. 
Like something out of the script of 
Dr . Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde, the 
schizophrenic Norsemen look like two 
teams hidden inside the players of one. 
NKU is not a bad team, nor are they a 
very good team. They have played too 
good at times and too bad other times to 
be considered a mediocre team. 
NKU is a team in transition. The 
Norsemen have the talent to be a great 
team. The important thing to remember 
is seveQ young Norse just a year ago 
were playing high ochool basketball. 
Three of those seven dove right into the 
collegiate game as starters. 
Matching playero 18 and 19 yearo old 
against junior and senior college playen 
in a top Division II conference is asking 
a lot from a freshman as a ,tarter, no 
matter how good he is. 
TABLE TENNIS DOUBLES 
TOURNAMENT 
Men'• and Women'e Divialon1 
Play begl11.1: Tuea., Feb. 18 
Lut oatry date: Tu01., Feb. 11 
I 
Northern is the youngest team in the 
Great Lakes Valley Conference with two 
seniors, a junior and a sophmore, and 
seven freshmen. In comparison, Lewis 
University, who is in first place in the 
GLVC, has three seniors, six juniors, 
four sophmores, and two freshman. 
The move up to the G LVC has also 
been a factor. It is at least the second 
toughest NCAA Division II conference. 
Teams like four time Division II na-
tional champion Kentucky Wesleyan, 
Lewis, and Southern Indiana make 
every conferenc~ game a real battle. 
The hot and cold streaks the Norse 
have had this season led them to stunn-
ing performances over the top two 
teams in the conference, and a losing 
streak that resulted in losses to the two 
worst teams in the conference. 
However, Northern has a lot going 
for them. They have a sophomore and a 
junior that are All-Conference can· 
didates, and seven very talented young 
freshmen who can only get better. 
Maybe everybody expected too much 
from a squad that returned only three 
players from last year's 16·11 team. 
The Norse only need time. Time to 
adjust to the new conference. Time to let 
seven new players adjust t.o the college 
game. It is only a matter of time before 
they are contenders. 




Co-ree, Men'• And Women'• DivJalona 
Play begl .. : Wed .. Feb. 19 
Lut eotry date: Tueo., Feb. 11 
..-----------·----------. 
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK 
Bob Schloemer 
The athleteo ol the week !rom Feb. 1 
through Feb. 8 are Bob Schloemer and 
Bev Walker. 
Schloemer had a career high 17 
points in Northern 's win over Kentucky 
Wesleyan Thursday, and 12 points 
against Southern Indiana Saturday. 
Schloemer, a senior, has been starting at 
.:enter for the Norsemen. 
CORRECTION 
The Dance Concert dates were incor· 
rectly reported in last week's issue. It 
runs from Tuesday, Feb. 18 through 
Saturday, Feb. 22 at 8 p.m. Call 
572-5464 for reservations. 
..... "'','"' 
Bev Walker 
Walker, a sophomore has been a key 
player lor the Lady Norse oil the bench 
late in the game. She hit eight ol 10 
shots down the s tretch Thursday to lilt 
the ladies over Kentucky Wesleyan, 
50·48. She had eight points Saturday in 
the Lady Norse's 75·61 win over 
Southern Indiana. 
Last week's article on the Fight 
Director's Teot "Staged lights test 
students" mistakenly reported that Lisa 
Johnson was the only woman to take the 





FOR THE PRICE 
OF 1 !!!!!!! 
Tanning Salon 
(wolff system) 
10 Visits for Regularly 
$39.95 per person 
expires 2·24-86 Offer 
• 1 0 % DISCOUNT • 
to any N.K.U. Student • 
on any Hairstyling Service 
Perms - Hairstyling - Highlighting 





Crescent Springs 341-7806 
Cliff Elswick, Joann Tichenor, 
Sharon Strietelmoier 




continued from page 1 
Daytona and the other vacation 
spot& in Florida don't have much choice. 
This is the first spring break during 
which the etate'e new 2l·year-o1d 
minimum drinking age law is in effect, 
and rising insurance coet.a are forcing 
communities to find ways to minimize 
the wild partying that has led to injuries 
and even deaths in the past. 
Fort Lauderdale, for one, is eponsor-
ing an "Olympics" featuring volleyball, 
a tug-of-war and various dance and 
trivia contesta. 
City officials actively are discourag-
ing excessive drinking, and have banned 
alcohol consumption on tlte strip along 
the besch. 
Daytona Beach hopes to attract 
20,000 atudents to its firat National Col-
legiats Sporta Featival. 
The featival, scheduled for March 8 
through April 6, will feature about 20 
different sports ranging from rugby to 
golf. 
Four national corporations - in-
cluding Walt Disney - and about 30 
Daytona businesses are supporting the 
events. 
Nolan hopes the festival also will en· 
courage more corporations to support in-
tramural programs on campuses. JM 
sports, he notes, can use some fund-
raising help. 
"We hope the level of drinking will he 
lower than in the past, '' Daytona 
Chamber of Commerce re resent.ativ 
Calendar 
Wednesday February 12 
International Coffee Hour from noon un· 
til 2 p.m. in the UC TV lounge. All are 
welcome to attend. 
Interfaith Bible Study at 12:15 in room 
201 of the University Center. 
Al·Anon family group for families and 
friends of problem drinkers will meet at 
noon in UC 232. For more information 
call Helen at 572-6373. 
Baptist Student Union lunch encounter 
at the BSU house at noon. Fee is $1. 
Everyone is welcome. 
Bible Study at 12:15 in the University 
Center room 201. 
Wednesday Lunch seminar in the facul· 
ty dining room of the University Center 
from 12:05 · 1 p.m. 
Sociology Film Series on changing sex 
roles in modern society focusing on 
pressures on men if\ LA 110 at noon and 
7:45p.m. • 
Thursday February 13 
Alcoholics Anonymous Open Meeting in 
UC 232. For more information call Helen 
at 572-6373. 
BSU Prayer and Share at the BSU 
house at 7:30. 
Betty Wilson says. 
Daytona also will mount a poeter and 
radio campaign to promote sensible 
alcohol consumption. 
" Any planned activity will be ad van· 
tageous in (controlling) how student8 
party," maintaine Beverly Sanders of 
Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concern· 
ing the Health of University Students 
(BACCHUS), a group that runs "alcohol 
awareness " programs around the coun· 
try. 
Yet the hard-partying spring break 
tradition is still a favorite of some local 
businesses. 
"These kids are going to come down, 
party and raise hell. At least I hope so,'' 
says Tommy Fuguay, manager of The 
Other Place, a popular Daytona Beach 
club. "It's the only time of year we make 
money." 
Fuguay says he is more w'>rried 
about the new 21-year-old drinking age 
slowing business than the festival. 
Most of the national beer companies, 
as well as long-time spring break 
visiting corporations like Playboy, plan 
to return to the area, too, to promote 
their wares. 
Coming, too, is Michigan inventor 
Ronald Rummell to market his new pr~ 
duct: a vest allowing its wearer to carry 
six beverage containers and keep them 
cold. 
"It's an alternative to bulky 
coolers." he explains. 
Christian Student Fellowship will hold a 
Bible Study at 7 p.m. in the CFS houae 
on Johns Hill Road. For more informa· 
tion call 441·9619 and ask for Terri or 
Paula. 
Friday Febrary 14 
Weekly Mass at 12:05 in room 201 of the 
University Center. 
Sunday February 16 
Mass in West Commons loft at 5 p.m. 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
Tueoday February 18 
NKU Dance Concert '86 featuring songs 
and dances from the music of George 
and Ira Gershwin in addition to "Joseph 
and the Amazing Technicolor Dream· 
coat" by Weber and Rice at 8 p.m. Runs 
through February 22. 
NKU Men's Baaketball hoeta Wright 
State University at Regents Hall. Tip-
off is at 7:30 p.m. 
Wedneoday February 19 
NKU Women's Basketball hoots Wright 
State University at 7:30p.m. at Regents 
Hall. 
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Rally 
continued from page 1 
Reactions to the rally from faculty , 
students and legislators who attended 
were posit.ive. 
State Rep. Thomas Kerr (D), who at-
tended the rally, said he thinks the rally 
will have some impact on the General 
Assembly. 
" It showed there's a new attitude in 
the slate," Kerr said. " I think we have 
to recognize the fact that an educated 
population is one of the state 's main 
priorities." 
The state must continue to work with 
adult learning programs, also, he said. 
"Business leaders showed they want 
an educated work force," he said. "Ken-
tucky now is last in the nation in the 
number of adults without a high school 
education." 
Lynn Langmeyer, president of the 
Faculty-Senate at NKU, felt it was a 
"great turnout for the school." 
History department Chairman Dr. 
Michael Ryan called the rally "a com-
bination pep rally and religious revival.'' 
Dr. Robert Rhode called the gather-
ing "euphoric" but felt the "governor's 
statements were incomplete.'' Rhode 
said "technology is but a small part .. . · 
what about art, hJstory, literature. 
theatre,etc.?" 
He felt that Kentucky schools were 
at a point where the faculty members 
"ould begin leaving if funding did not 
increase. 
Before the rally, the student ad· 
vlsory committee to the state Council on 
Higher Education, consisting of student 
government officials from around the 
state, gathered to pass a proposal sup· 
porting the governor's budget. 
" We should be concerned with ret.ain· 
ing our faculty and staff,' ' said Willis 
Davia, Student Government Associa· 
tion president at Murray State Universi· 
ty . "We're losing quality grads and 
teachers." · 
Davis said the problem is that the 
universities see the extra money for 
higher education as an investment, and 
the General Assembly sees is as an ex· 
pense. 
"But if we don't invest now, it will be 
an expense later," he said. 
NKU SG Preaident Shelly Stevenson 
said that since large corporations were 
behind the rally the legislature "would 
be more apt to pass (the governor's bill 
on higher education)." 












2 For 1 Membership Offer 
Good for 
3 or 6 Months or 1 Year 
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Classifieds 
Are you gay or afrajd you might be? St.ruggl· 
Ins with " Coming Out" aU by yourself? 
Wondering what AIDS meane t.o you? 
Scared of being the only one? You aren 't ! 
Talking to someone who underatande 
·HELPS! C1n t help YOU? This is a serlout 
ad: aU repliea will be held in confidence and 
answered with diac.retion. Reciprocit.y i• ex· 
pected. Rednecka and bigot.a need not ret· 
pond •• I've heard it aU before. Write mel 
After aU. "That 's what friend• are for , .. " 
NKU.CPO Box 166 Highland Heighlo, Ky . 
41076. 
L.L., Do you uauaUy shake it dry? Fall asleep 
in the bathroom? Kin strange me n? 
Anonymous. 
Now Accepting Applications for Manager's 
Auiatant Position. Knowledge of and in· 
tercat in movies required. Familiarity with 
computen helpful. Must be 18 or older . Call 
727·1257 for appointment. 
Resumes. term papers, the11es, letters, you 
name it! Typed accurate, reB!IOnable. ex· 
perienced Call Jilda at 581 ·2679. 
For Sale: Brother EP·20 printer Uke a 
typewriter, fits in briefcase. Also excellent 
self·study LSAT Program with cassette tape 
and study guide. Call to see. 331·7718. 
Congratulations Debbie Flynn on getting 
nominated for ADO SwE>etheart. We are 
behind you all the way. Love. Your First· 
floor Girls. 
Thur11d~y. February 13 will be GAY PRIDE 
day. If you are gay wear blue jeans. Show 
your pride! 
Deborah Jean: Saturday was beautiful, but 
have you seen my gloves? Maybe they're on 
the floor , which, by the way, was hard . 
Permanent positions inmarketing and adver· 
tising. Some fle1ibility in schedule. S6.60 fix · 
ed pay rate to start. Openings in Cincinnati 
and Northern Kentucky. Call 671 -7069 for in· 
terview. (2 · 7 p .m.l 
Steve- We didn 't know the Greeks and 
Romans had a tradition of curing ham and 
sausage in the Uving room. Had we known, 
we would have brought something. I think 
there 'a aomething on your chin I - The Vee tal 
Virgins. 
~ey Tekeal At your nellt bash, don 't experi· 
ment with beer flavored kool-aid. Soberly 
Delle . 
"Women: Our lmagea and our storiee" a 
retreat for and by women. Feb. 21·23. Call Fr. 
Cahill at the Newman Center for more info. 
...................... 
Beech, Happy Valentine '• Day! Love, Nan· 
ey. 
................... 
Piano Lessona taught In my Fort Thomas 
home. Caii781-Q311. 
Typing · faet, accurate, reasonable. Call Amy 
at 781 ·2666. Ft. Thomas. 
EXCEL (Eaperience in Christ.l.an Living): a 
" retreat" experience for young adulta ages 
21·30. March 14·16. Call Fr. Cahill at 
Newman Center for more info. 
Need a job? We need you. Snappy Tomato 
Piz.za Ia now hiring full-time and part·time 
delivery persons. Apply in person after 4 
p.m. 3633 Cherry Tree Lane, Erlanger, Ky 
and 820 Oak, Ludlow. 
Ambitious, aggressive students needed for 
part-time position in advertieing and 
photography for campus activities. Call 
261-1739. 
Having a tough time in chemistry, informa· 
tion systema, biology, or accounting? We can 
find you a competent peer tutor recommend· 
ed by faculty in that disciptine. You can get a 
tutor in any course except math by coming to 
BEP 230 to make your request or by phoning 
672·5476. 
We, the SG leftist rebels, do hereby cha llenge 
you, the spineless, pleomorphic, amoeba·Uke 
invertebrates of the Northerner starr. to a 
(best or 3) set of volleyball. We eagerly await 
your response, you infantile, breast-sucking 
mama 's boys and nympha tic sleeze 
machines! Oh, and Happy Valentine's Day. 
Students in Uterature courses: do you need 
help writing your Uterature? Would you like 
someone to help you understand and inter· 
pret Uterature taught in the course? Call 
572·5476 for help or come in to BEP 230 to 
make your request or by phoning 572·5475. 
Attention: Spaces are now available in the 
Residence Httlls for males and females. For 
more information contact the office or 
residential life at 672·5676. 
INTRODUCING 




For Students, Faculty and 
Staff of NKU Only Pleose 
ON MONDAY NIGHTS FROM 
5 P.M. To M/dn/gltt, 
Your Volld NKU 1.0 , G.ts You: 
$3 OH Any Lo'll• P/uo 
or $2 OH Any Medium P/uo 
or S I OH Any Smoll P/uo 
ANO 
A P/tclter Of Your FovorHe 
Soft Orlnlc For Only S. 99 I 
JoM Ut For Dinner I 
We'dlovoToHftoYoul 
rhh oHe r on.,_ good ot 
Htohlond Hoightt locotion. 711 ·3"0 
Not ¥olid with on't other P•u:o Hut d•t(Ount . 
You're going to love golnc t.o London thla 
summer !I Come find ouL how you can earn up 
to six hours of NKU credit, traveling and stu· 
dying In London and England with NKU 
faculty; attend meetinge at either 12-1:30 or 
6:16·6:30 in room 108, Univeraity Center. 
110.1360 weekly/up maiting circu.laral No 
quotaal eincerely int.ereated ruah eelf· 
addreseed envelope: Succeu, PO 8os 
470CEO, WoodoiOek, Ill. 60098. 
Driven wanted for Snappy Tomato in Clif· 
ton . Hourly wage, mileage and tips. Call 
Brian or Craig at 221.()677. 
Tired of paying rent - Take over low monthly 
payments with little down on a 1980 12x60 
mobile home located in a beautilul park in 
Nort hern Kentucky . Ready to occupy. 
Spacious Uving area. Built-in bookcasea. 10 
min . from NKU. Call 727-6593. 
Wanted: Artist. to do small calligraphy job. 
Call Shawn, 781·1023. 
APPALACHIAN EXPERIENCE ' 
Volunteer th.ia summer in Eastern Ky; 1 
week, 2 weeks, or longer. For more info call 
Fr. Cahill, Newman Center, 781-3776. 
Carole V., May God blees you and keep you 
may He make h.ia His face t.o shine upon, may 
He lift up His countenance upon you and 
give you peace and keep you safe til we meet 
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